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INDIA and CHINA: AN ESSAY IN COMPARATIVE POLITICAL ECONOMY launched on their path of development, but
both suffered devastating famines.

Same financial development yet different economic growth â€” why? Financial development and economic
growth: the role of stock markets. Finance and sources of growth. Yale University Press, New Haven. China
has been fundamentally stable country with a lack of a distinct authority figure Desai,  China may be able to
produce a great deal of skilled workers from its surge in science and engineering education investments Hu ;
however, the political culture in China shuns individual and free thought â€” thus limiting creativity and
innovation Babones  The Chinese government is extremely competent in directing resources and reaching
agreements, allowing it to promote an effective and efficient socioeconomic development. Oxford Bulletin of
Economics and Statistics, 52 2 ,  The major economies with low growth rates of state investment, such as the
U. The situation in India India is slowly becoming a market economy. Distribution of the estimators for
autoregressive time series with a unit root. India and China are two republics that have experienced very
opposing political regimes throughout history. Trade and inequality, revisited. Christopoulos, D. We will
analyze the PIL growth rate, the infrastructure, the level of foreign investments attracted IDE , the total
volume of imports and exports, as well as the national savings rate. An investor observes screens at an
exchange hall in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province of China. Indian economy and growth of financial markets in
the contemporary phase of globalization era. In the U. Levin, R. Whilst this is a global target, different
countries have been assigned there own individual targets which collectively add up to 5. FDI and economic
growth: the role of local financial markets. The role of financial development in economic growth: The
experiences of Taiwan, Korea, and Japan. The Economic Journal, ,  Does banking sector development affect
economic growth and inflation? Economic Journal, ,  Journal of Banking and Finance, 36,  Presently, the
Chinese unemployment rate is 4. View Item. Dollar, D. The situation in China Since the beginning of the
Chinese economic reform launched by Deng Xiaoping in , China has passed from a closed, centralized
economic system to a market economy. The reforms began with the dismantling of the communal systems in
the countryside, moving on to the liberating of prices, to fiscal decentralization, to greater autonomy of state
companies, to the development of the private sector, to the development of a financial market and to a modern
banking system, up to the opening of business abroad and the Direct Foreign Investments IDE. Ray, S.
Moreover, Indian economical development was led by active industry in the technological sector; having a
poor infrastructure and without a trustworthy manufacturing sector, India has based its economic growth on its
service industries. Evidence from China. Does too much finance harm economic growth? A comparison of
economic development in China and India October 26, on Twitter on Facebook on LinkedIn While the
average income in China and India remains low, their impressive economic growth and enormous populations
have made them two world powers of extraordinary importance, whose economies are surpassed only by that
of the United States. Frankel, J. The Pakistan Development Review, ,  Linking globalization, economic growth
and poverty: impacts of agribusiness strategies on Sub-Saharan Africa. Journal of American Statistical
Association, 74, â€” Globalization and growth in the low income African countries with the extreme bounds
analysis. Globalization and economic growth: a political economy analysis for OECD countries. The Role of
State Investment The logic is clear: the correlation between rapid growth of state investment and fast
economic growth, as well as between reliance on private investment and low economic growth, is evident.
Salanti, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 


